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THE POWER OF EVENTS

CHANGE AS THE NUMBER
ONE OBJECTIVE
Events that create a long-lasting legacy share

conferences, festivals, exhibitions and corporate

a common element: putting change first. This

events in 39 countries. Large and small events

research report is our effort to encourage all

were considered, business and consumer, across

event planners (where possible) to ask different

dozens of different industries and markets.

questions and to seek different results.
We now present the top 29 events that left a
Planning an event is often a matter of priorities.

legacy within the following categories:

What results do we want? What is the purpose
of the event and how will we achieve it? These

MEETING DESIGN

questions can often produce the same answers.

events that changed the way we design events

More attendees, more sponsors, more money!

forever.

The events examined in this report have taken a

MARKETING

different approach. These planners and companies

events that turned how we do event marketing

have put change as the primary, overriding

upside down.

objective. They have challenged the traditional
delivery model and decided that it wasn’t enough.

GENERATIONAL

They, of course, pursued financial success but also

events that created a long-lasting impact for

wanted to make a profound difference.

future generations.

This report details inspiring examples of live

SPONSORSHIP

events that achieved a lasting impact for their

brands and events that reinvented the value

attendees, the host city, region, country or the

proposition of sponsorships and activations.

citizens and community. Some projects even
made an impact on the wider industry, leaving

TECHNOLOGY

a legacy that has changed how we all market,

events that used technology strategically to

sponsor, design or use technology.

make an impact.

We researched over 350 events across the world.

SUSTAINABILITY

Each took place in the past five years, and

events that wanted to have a positive effect on

each changed the game forever. We explored

the host community.

&
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ACHIEVING EVENT
OBJECTIVES IN
UNCONVENTIONAL
WAYS

LEGACY: WHY SOME
EVENTS WILL NEVER
BE FORGOTTEN

This virtuous cycle of wanting to achieve more

Not all events are created equal. Some leave a

becomes, in turn, the most effective way to attain

long-lasting legacy. In the research we carried

traditional event objectives in unconventional

out for this report, we identified two types

ways. Thinking bigger goes a long way.

of legacy, or positive impact, that events can

Often it is not a matter of budget, rather an
intention to put creativity and greater-good
first. This way of thinking has demonstrated a
cascade of positive impacts, resulting in zerocost marketing, massive savings, efficiencies
and new opportunities for revenue.
The question is then, how can we
learn from these inspiring examples
and apply the same approach to our
events?

Crossing the chasm of ‘this does not apply
to my event’ seems to be the most crucial
obstacle we have to face. Whatever your area
of specialism, this report is presented to enable
best practice to be gleaned from all of the
examples listed. Getting closer to the bold
mentality these events displayed will inevitably
translate into better results for your events.

have. We created the following definitions to
further explain and categorize these outcomes
and achievements. Examples of both are given
throughout the report:

M

GIFTING LEGACY
This category includes events that had a lasting
impact on a community, a city, a nation or a

MY

country. It also contains events that prioritized
the environment and improved the lives of
future generations. Removing egos from
objectives and putting others first is a common
thread of those events that embraced a ‘gifting
legacy’.

INDUSTRY LEGACY
This category applies to events that, sometimes
on purpose, sometimes not, had a positive,
disrupting and life-changing impact on the
events industry. These gave us lessons in
meeting design, technology, marketing and
sponsorship that we can all adopt today.

impact with events will bring great rewards.

They have the merit to have thought about
innovation and change first, making it readily
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The idea that we can make a more significant

This is THE POWER OF EVENTS.
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available for the rest of the industry to adopt.
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EVENTS THAT CHANGED
THE WORLD

The purpose of this report is to highlight the

our attendees, achieving very bold marketing

changes and contributions made by very

objectives, managing complex technology

recent events within the last five years, with a

systems, making sure each project is financially

few exceptions. However, there is a reason why

successful and delivering a slick performance

legacy is a fundamental theme for the meetings

whilst making everything appear effortless.

and events industry today.
The thing is that this is not news. The role of
Legacy is about transforming cities, countries,

event professionals has always been complex.

communities, people, and our industry. But

What is changing is the awareness that event

there is a more pressing reason why legacy is

professionals have about the task at hand.

so essential for event professionals. Stating the
importance of legacy in the context of events
is about acknowledging one of the strongest
trends we have witnessed in the past three
years, the change in the role of event planners.
Understanding legacy means understanding
the role event professionals play in society.
The stereotype of planners, highly-stressed
individuals very concerned with to-do lists,
running around with enormous binders, is a
thing of the past.
Modern event professionals are strategists
required to juggle very complex tasks, in a
short amount of time and with incredible
pressure to perform (witness the rise of the
‘scorecard’). Planning and executing events
today means taking care of the security of

8

To increase such awareness, we want to tell the
story of Francois de Rose, a French diplomat..
Shortly after World War II, De Rose was
concerned that the increasing polarization of
competing superpowers, the USA and USSR,
would exclude European scientists from access
to better scientific labs.
The problem was that getting many countries
to agree on a costly scientific project was no
easy task.
It took a single meeting to agree on a common
goal; the UNESCO meeting in Paris in 1951.
After hours of incredibly tense discussion, an
agreement was reached.

CERN WAS BORN.

THE POWER OF EVENTS

As a result of that single meeting, CERN has

Change isn’t always on a large scale. It can

given many notable discoveries to the world.

materialize at a very granular, specific and,

The CERN legacy includes the invention of the

most of all, replicable level. The following

World Wide Web, the discovery of antimatter

stories and case studies give you a hint of how

and the Higgs boson.

some events have created a long-lasting legacy
for the industry or others.

ONE MEETING. MASSIVE IMPACT.
In 2007, Evan Williams was working on a very

Is your event ready to change the

cool startup. After creating Blogger, one of

future of the world?

the first platforms for blogging, this was his
next project. He pondered how to get this new
startup on the radar of the tech influencers?
He decided to pay $11,000 to buy two screens

Whether it is facilitating a meeting
of minds, hearts or souls, event
professionals bring change, one
event at a time.

in the hallway leading to the main room of

This is the new awareness of what

SXSW, a popular technology conference and

being an event professional means.

festival. He wanted to display the power of his
new project outside of the usual trade show
booth.

These examples are by no means isolated
cases. They are replicable case studies, with

Attendees walking into the room could see what

real learnings you can implement at your own

others were saying about the event. It went viral.

events. Following the example of such great

TWITTER WAS BORN.

initiatives can make the difference for your
attendees, sponsors and broader stakeholder
base. It can turn things around, and can make a

These are two incredibly simple but compelling

significant impact, they can facilitate progress

stories of how two events dramatically

for your event brand. They can turn into career-

changed the way we ALL live today.

defining moments for the planners involved.

&
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MEETING
DESIGN

If we could discuss at a very high-level what events are
about, we would sum it up by saying that successful
events change behaviors. Meeting design is about
conceptualizing how we can get from a plan to a
production that achieves objectives.
As a result, the choices we make in regards to the

DEFINITION:
Meeting design is the practice of creating
events that achieve the objectives of all
stakeholders involved, as well as creating
behavior change in those attending.

venue, the food and beverage, the performers, the
technology, the room layout, the session format, are
all part of the meeting design process.
Some events have profoundly changed the rules of
how we design meetings. One of the most popular
arguments against the effectiveness of meetings
is that they have revolved around the same format
and elements for decades.
That’s what Harrison Owen thought when he
conceptualized Open Space Technology, the trend
often defined as the ‘unconference’. He started to
think how having a conversation among peers was
potentially more relevant than just listening to one
speaker. Tim O’Reilly shared the same thinking. He was
having a discussion with his VP of Communication
at O’Reilly media in the early 2000’s where they
envisioned running a Foo Bar, an open bar for
conference attendees. That conversation became
the base for FooCamp and the following variation of
BarCamps, that later became a worldwide movement.
The concept left a long-lasting legacy for new
conferences and meetings and redefining
conference sessions. When adults, experts in
a topic, get together to learn, they don’t need
a teacher (or speaker), they can come up with
the subject of discussion, guide the sharing,
exploration, and answers themselves. The event
planner undertakes more of a facilitator role

10
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in gathering together the contributors and

In 2011, Christchurch, New Zealand, was devastated

explaining the ground rules so that everyone gets

by one of the worst earthquakes the country had

the most from the unconference.

ever experienced. 185 people died, and thousands

Events without agendas were born. Democratizing
schedules is a concept that is alive and well today.
SXSW implements a panel picker platform where

were injured. As a result of the massive destruction,
a quarter of buildings in the city business district
were destroyed.

attendees can vote for the panels they would most

In 2012, the Festival of Transactional Architecture

like to see at the conference.

wanted to change the perception of a damaged
habitat and give back to citizens their beloved city.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Involving attendees in decisions in decisions

Unexpectedly, the event selected the ‘red zone’
parts of the city as its location Creating a feast of

increases satisfaction. It is engagement we

lights and music, attendees were able to claim back

often strive for.

the areas taken away by the terrible catastrophe.
This was much more than a party to raise spirits

(( To have a stronger educational impact on your

though, it started a mission for the rebuilding

attendees, democratize different aspects of your

process to be people-centered and democratic.

event. Crowdsource elements of the planning

This approach made the city’s reconstruction more

process to get more attendees involved.

accessible, more sustainable and less wasteful. The

(( A top priority for those attending conferences is

Festival reinforced the power that architecture has

the need to learn. Whether it is running a Q&A

to bring about positive change.

session via widely accessible technology or by

Another unconventional approach to destination

brainstorming the content of the sessions in

selection was adopted by Wikimania, the annual

advance, by giving your audience the chance to

meeting of Wikipedia contributors. Wikipedia, one

contribute, your event can be more relevant and

of the most popular websites in the world, owes

valuable to them.

its existence to the contribution of thousands of
volunteers with a joint mission of advancing and
keeping knowledge.
Wikimania’s mission is to get contributors from all

TRY THIS NOW:
Ask your most engaged attendees to get
involved in the planning process. Involve
them in a focus group and let them share
their opinion. Get them to vote on the venues
or speakers you shortlisted. Listen to their
feedback in the lead up to the show.

&

over the world together and this was reflected in
the choices the event planning team made. In 2016,
to reinforce the message of community, Wikimania
chose Esino Lario, a city on Lake Como in Italy
with just 760 inhabitants. The city’s bid even beat
competitors such as Manila and Atlantic city.
Thousands of attendees swarmed into the city,
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which has hardly any hotels. Residents of the town
opened their houses to host attendees. The village
was transformed forever. Esino Lario hosted a
prestigious, global event and now everyone benefits
from the free WiFi infrastructure that it left behind.
Another unexpected legacy!

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( The experiences of FESTA and Wikimania
reinforce the power that event professionals have
when choosing destinations.
(( Choose destinations strategically and look for
locations that are hungry for your event business
and also able to offer a warm, authentic welcome.
Meaningful destination choices can impact
communities while creating a more memorable
experience for your attendees.
(( Think about destinations off the beaten track that
can provide more - and stronger - meaning. How can
they help you deliver a more creative or impactful
message or content to your stakeholders and, in turn,
have a positive impact on the community?

TRY THIS NOW:
Mid-size destinations are getting better
travel connections and more investment in
infrastructure. Choose a mid-size destination
to give a warm welcome feeling to your
attendees. Your business will have a positive
impact on the local community and offer an
unusual experience to attendees.

12
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In the realm of tech conferences and events,
competition is fierce, and attendees are
bombarded with options. Thinking ‘legacy first’ is
an option many event planners prefer not to take.
We discovered two events that have committed
to making change the objective by positively
impacting stakeholders. Some stakeholders can

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Reorganizing your priorities to impact
secondary stakeholders can have a long-lasting
impact. Committing to pleasing all those that
support your event adds value which can come
back and positively impact all stakeholders.
(( Volunteers are an often-forgotten element,

sometimes be forgotten in the list of priorities.

sometimes considered only in a functional,

The OurCrowd Global Investor Summit has so

cost-cutting capacity. Think about changing the

far raised over $650M to foster innovation in

way you recruit and reward attendees, making

Israel, supporting 145 startup companies since

them part of your delivery program. Develop a

2013. A whole meeting is designed to encourage

plan to make the most of their willingness to be

connection, business opportunities, and a long-

involved.

lasting legacy of innovation. It brings together
accredited investors with entrepreneurs seeking
support to reach the next level.
A non-profit event about technology, Slush,
changed the lives of many students from around
the world. Thanks to the efforts of 2,400 volunteers,

(( Volunteers can be a cost-effective solution
to deliver more engaging experiences. Use
volunteers to interact with your guests. A greater
volume of volunteers means being able to act
quickly when things go wrong and provide
exceptional customer service at all touch points.

Slush has been able to elevate a simple conference
into a worldwide phenomenon. Slush uses
volunteers strategically to deliver the best possible
attendee experience while giving eager students
access to one of the most significant learning
experiences of their lives.
Slush volunteers are engaged, motivated and
enthusiastic. Slush carefully selects, trains and
rewards hordes of volunteers to make sure each
part of the event is flawless. Volunteers are happy,
attendees are mesmerized by an incredible
experience, the event management team is

TRY THIS NOW:
Contact local universities to spread the word
about your event and recruit volunteers.
Give them a certificate of participation
and cool merchandise they can show on
social networks. Have a plan in mind for the
volunteers you recruit, be granular with the
tasks they need to perform. This way you will
maximize their impact.

pleased with the lower costs of the operation.

&
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MARKETING

Event marketing has changed dramatically over
the past few years. With the rise of digital and social
media, marketing events is not as easy as it used to
be. Increased competition is also making it tough for
some events to stay alive. On the other hand, some
events are embracing the new rules of marketing
fully and, as a result, they are smashing all financial
and experiential objectives.
But how? This is the burning question lingering in
our minds.
Some planners have mastered the new rules of
marketing brilliantly, sometimes redefining them for
the whole industry.
This is the case with VidCon, a convention for
video enthusiasts. Started by two popular Youtube
Vloggers, it has evolved into an experience that draws
over 30,000 to Anaheim, California. It was born out of
the increasing popularity of YouTube and as a means
to get content creators together - face to face.
VidCon has been able to capitalize on two of the
strongest trends in event marketing, influencer
marketing, and FOMO (fear of missing out). By
relying on its YouTube stars for promotion, VidCon
has been able to change the way events become
popular, defying traditional media paths. At the
same time it has taken advantage of the strong need
we feel to get together in person when we meet
online and the resulting fear of missing out if we are
not able to attend, FOMO. The power of being able
to see Youtube superstars up close is so strong that
it has sold out consistently since year one and has
grown from a 1,400 to a 30,000 capacity conference,
recently acquired by Viacom.

14
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One planner in the UK who’s capable of
orchestrating an ongoing dialogue on social media
to instill FOMO in his prospective attendees is Kelvin
Newman from Brighton, UK. He has a passion for
SEO, Search Engine Optimization, the art of ranking

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( The legacy VidCon brings is one for the industry
to embrace. Change the rules of promotion and
involve influencers as content creators.

on search engines such as Google. While SEO is

(( The role of performers in your event (speakers

a favorite topic online with many communities,

above all) has changed. They need to carry a

influencers, and blogs, it is far from a sexy topic.

strong message and have a strong potential for
online outreach.

In 2007, Kelvin used to meet with fellow
enthusiasts in a room above a pub. Today the
BrightonSEO event sells out in a matter of
minutes and attracts over 4,000 attendees.
How did Kelvin do it?
By continuously fostering his event community for

(( Getting your social media right can be
transformative. Having a constant reminder
that the event will happen, a strong and
welcoming event community, and involving
attendees in a number of planning decisions
over social networks will get them to say yes
when registration time comes.

the whole year on Twitter Kelvin keeps attention
high. By adopting some of the concepts we
elaborated on in the meeting design section, Kelvin
continually involves his followers in the entire
planning process. From deciding whether or not
to have the sessions recorded and available on
demand, to asking how much attendees would
pay for them, to naming the custom-made beer for
the event.

TRY THIS NOW:
Ask your attendees for their social network
handles at registration. Engage with them on
social networks constantly throughout the year.
A great way to gain traction is to tag your top

There is always a tweet from Kelvin that reminds

fans in the updates you share, this way they

the community about the event, even if it is still

will receive a notification. Asking questions is a

months away. BrightonSEO is continuously on top

great way to engage your audience!

of the attendees’ minds. The attention becomes
crazy when ticket release dates approach, with
attendees sharing funny GIFs and memes to voice

Some planners have transformed the way we

the excitement of attending.

market events by redefining the way events are
conceived. If you’ve ever studied marketing, you

In 2017, the event sold out in 4 minutes, crashing

would be familiar with the Rosetta stone of this

a famous ticketing platform and forcing the

evolving practice, the 4 P’s, Product, Price, Place,

organizers to give out tickets via a ballot instead.

and Promotion.

&
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The product, what we sell, is the often overlooked
element of the marketing mix. The nature of
events is intangible and perishable, but this
doesn’t decrease the need to create a product
that delivers on key market needs.
Some events have redefined the core of their
product to offer a new experience to attendees
such that the marketing has become virtually
effortless.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Redefine the purpose of your event.
Concentrate on your attendees’ objectives
and deliver on those objectives with focus,
relevancy and utmost quality. Don’t deviate
from your event vision and make every decision
aligned with this goal.
(( The concept of your event, what will happen,
how you structured the day(s) will speak
volumes, more than any other tool you will use

This is the case with Mindvalley. Founded by
Vishen Lakhiani, it has the mission to redefine
learning and make spiritual development
accessible for one billion people. Mindvalley
events mix a strong topical presence with an
incredible event experience that aims to give the
best of the best learning to attendees in a relaxed
and engaged environment. Space is given for

in promotion.
(( As attendees quickly skim through your
website or get to know about you online, your
product focus immediately influences their
decision to attend. Get your event proposition
and focus right, and let it do the marketing for
you.

mindfulness, meditation, personal growth, fitness,
and health. These events typically use different
language and labels to describe and engender a
sense of community - think ‘tribes’ and ‘quests’.

TRY THIS NOW:
With a popular website that offers free and paid

Make a list of the top three reasons why

courses and one of the most wanted health

prospective participants want to attend.

apps on the App Store, a simple, one-off event

Concentrate on the top priority and make

has evolved into a multimillion-dollar content

choices that reflect this objective. Is it

platform.

learning, is it networking or entertainment?
When in doubt use social networks and

Mindvalley created a content-rich product that

feedback forms to gain insider knowledge on

delivers on the core need of those attending:

how your attendees think.

learning.
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GENERATIONAL

Some of the most considerable contributions that
events make today to people attending and to
communities are generational. We all remember an
event we attended as a child with our family, and,
in most cases, these traditions and patterns form
the basis of our adult life which we pass on again.
Some events have set themselves apart in terms
of how they have impacted the lives of those
attending and of future generations.
This is the case of the 2012 Olympics in
London. With an unprecedented investment in
infrastructure and redevelopment of many East
London areas, the London Olympics will go down in
history as a prime example of the positive impact of
the games.
Above all, London’s Olympic bid focused all-out
on leaving a lasting legacy, acutely aware of recent
games’ failures that resulted in haunting images of
abandoned venues all constructed without a clear
plan for future use or upkeep.
This has not been the case for the UK, where
the legacy of the Olympics has affected a whole
country. Among some of the results achieved:
(( £193m invested in over 2,800 sports facilities
since 2011.
(( Creation or refurbishment of over 100
community sports facilities, impacting 450,000
residents.
(( Conversion of the East Village, the Athletes’
Village, into homes for 6,000 people.

&
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What is also staggering about the impact of the
2012 games is the performance of Team GB. In 1996
Team GB finished 36th. In London, they were able
to finish third and, later in Rio second, thanks to
what many refer to as a legacy effect of previous
Olympics.
The generational impact that some events have is
also measured by how they can shift perceptions
and raise awareness of problems currently plaguing
society. This was the case for the 2017 Cannes
Film Festival (Golden Globes) protests, when
actresses and actors took a stance to support the
#metoo movement and raise awareness about
sexual harassment in the movie industry - and
beyond. Although media interest had been high for
several months. Cannes provided a tipping point,
a platform and a voice for a generation of women
who’d previously never had the chance to be heard.
Shifting generational perceptions is also the aim
of AlzheimerFest, an event that is modeled on the
famous Oktoberfest but with ‘less beer and more

hugs, good food, music, artists, writers, patients,
non-patients, relatives, support nurses, doctors
without scrubs and experts without Powerpoints.’
The idea is to celebrate what should not be seen as
a disease but rather a ‘season of life.’ An opportunity
to get up close and personal with those battling
Alzheimer’s disease every day and to help combat
the condition for future generations.
This generational impact is also what happened
for Incubator 2018, in Medellin, Colombia. Once
described as the most dangerous place to live on

18
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earth, several communities have provided an

communities where these events happen will

international example of how innovative urban

inevitably have a positive impact for future

regeneration projects can transform cities and the

generations.

lives of those who live in them, including many
victims of violence.
Using events to channel their artistry and drive
change, street art and hip-hop have played a
part in Colombia’s peace process. Defying the
stigma that violence and drugs brought to their
community, they converted their problems into
a social transformation model, turning zones
that before were previously to be avoided, into
meeting and tourism products and outdoor
urban art galleries. Groups such as Casa Kolacho
(Graffitour) have transformed these areas with the

TRY THIS NOW:
Learn about the challenges faced by the local
community. Can you bring positive change
with an incremental effort? Embracing
small challenges can build up and change
entire communities. Start small, with bold
objectives.

support of the local government. The ‘graffiti tour’
takes in street art and street food with proceeds
going directly back into local communities. The
catharsis brought by art and the willingness to
move on of the Colombian people have enabled
them to redefine the city as one of the most
popular meeting destinations of 2019.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Setting up a generational impact objective is
the ultimate legacy challenge for those event
professionals seriously committed to changing
the world.
(( Use your planning and execution capability
to gather sponsors, communities and
local governments to support a change in
perception that will affect future generations.
(( Some events come with an incredible amount
of structural investments and funds available,
thinking long-term and considering the

&
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SPONSORSHIP

In many, many cases in our industry, there is no event
without sponsors. Sponsorship effectiveness, sourcing,
and deployment is a precise art with specific rules.
So, is there room to innovate in the realm of
sponsorship? Have some event professionals been
able to integrate the pressing needs of sponsors with
objectives that go beyond lead counts and eyeballs?
This is what ComicCon has been able to deliver; a
legacy for the event industry. What used to be seen
by many as a gathering of comic-obsessed nerds
dressed up as their favorite characters, has reinvented
the way in which the major studios promote new
movie releases.
ComicCon is now a must-sponsor convention to
showcase upcoming movies to early adopters.
Sponsored panels give the opportunity to fans to be
close to stars and get insider knowledge about movie
plots.
ComicCon has redefined the role of sponsored
content within conventions and conferences,
becoming the preferred platform to build
excitement amongst early adopters about upcoming
features. What makes the achievement of this event
even more incredible is that the tool used to host
the launches of the most anticipated movies and
TV series is panels, by far the most discussed and
controversial format of conference programs!

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Use your sponsors strategically to deliver news,
announcements and valuable content attendees
crave.

20
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(( As sponsors evolve into influencers and content
creators, events are the perfect platforms

express their creativity and keep track of their travel
via a dedicated website.

to generate traditional and social media
attention.
(( Work proactively with your sponsors to create
and take advantage of content opportunities.
Police and guide their efforts to develop
sessions worth attending.
Cause sponsorship is an increasingly popular
trend thanks to the care younger generations have

This concept reinforces the brand message that
the journey itself is the creative process. Artists
document their art through their travels around
the world, leaving a long-lasting legacy in the
contemporary art ecosystem.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( What are the causes that can benefit your

for others. It is transforming the average sponsor

community that will capture the attention of

proposition into an opportunity to create long-

those sponsors happy to go the extra mile?

lasting change.

(( Some sponsors are willing to innovate with
sponsorship. Invest in cause sponsorship to get

This is the case of the soccer club Recife in Brazil.

your sponsors involved in creating a positive

The management of the team decided to take an

legacy for all stakeholders.

active role in the crisis of organ donation affecting
the region. By displaying a video at all home games,
it invited all supporters to create the concept of
‘immortal fans’. The video asked event attendees

(( Aligning sponsorship with higher objectives,
such as art, can benefit both the event and
the brand while creating opportunities for
participants to change their lives.

to commit to donating organs. The results were
mind-blowing. The activation was able to reduce the
waiting list on a transplant to zero within the first
12 months, increasing the number of operations to
28 from an average of 7 per year and encouraging
a staggering 66,000 people to sign up for the
purposefully designed donor card.

TRY THIS NOW:
Send a proposal to your sponsors that includes
opportunities for greater good. Sit down in one-

Cause can also be expressed through art. Another

to-one chats with your sponsors and understand

tangible effect of event sponsorship is the

if they have a CSR program or current initiatives

commitment BMW makes to the Art Basel event.

to support the wider community. Introducing

With the BMW Art Journal campaign, the car

donations, fundraising, silent auctions can be

company commits to sponsoring a travel journal

complements to sponsorship packages that

for the top three artists, as selected by a jury at the

deliver on the greater good.

event. The artists submit their chosen travel journey to

&
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TECHNOLOGY

Technology is by far one of the most active drivers
bringing change to the event industry. Over the past
ten years, technology has disrupted the way we
plan and execute events. Those event professionals
capable of understanding and capitalizing on the
changes brought along by tech created a longlasting legacy for the industry and communities.
It’s 1997, and we are in South Korea. The economic
crisis impacting Asian markets is leaving many out
of work. The unemployed turned to video games
to spend some of their free time. Gaming cafes
started to open and a new subculture of playing
video games competitively took off. Esports, as
they are called today, gained speed. A disrupting
phenomenon was born out of a period of crisis.
Many esports tournaments were created in the
early 2000s and today pundits see one of the most
substantial opportunities for the meeting and events
industry in these increasingly popular tournaments.
Esports has been able to create a brand new
sector in event planning, marrying the excitement
of sporting events with the more natural logistic
components of running large-scale conventions,
trade shows, and conferences.
As many dedicated venues are launched across North
America to host these events, we can now see how
the legacy of esports will start to impact the industry.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( The meetings and events industry is constantly
evolving, and technology is offering new
opportunities for career progression or change. Look
around, find niches in the event planning industry
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that are delivering a potential for disruption and

The combination of lighting and music brought

satisfying a strong need in attendees.

the building to life, taking attendees on a journey

(( New branches and sectors offering untapped
opportunities are enormous, and the potential

through history and connecting them to the
monument forever.

for growth is incredible.
(( Keep an eye on new technology-fuelled event
planning opportunities to transform, advance
or grow your event planning business.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Take advantage of technology as the most
robust tool in your experience mix to deliver
the message of your event, and creating longerlasting memories
(( Technology can make the impossible possible. Tools
such as projection mapping, virtual reality, and

TRY THIS NOW:

augmented reality can bridge the gap between

Look through the job listings in your city.

the online and offline world. They can also make

What is the job description asking for? Are

the intangible tangible, giving life to your space and

there new tech skills in demand that you

changing the way you interact with sponsors.

could start learning more about? This can
become a great way to boost your career.

(( Technology is sometimes a cheaper alternative
to decor and can create a much more engaging
experience. Attendee engagement is usually the

Technology has the power to reinvent the meaning

key to a long-lasting legacy.

of our venues and destinations. When used
strategically, technology can convey the message
in compelling ways that echo in the memory of our
attendees for years to come.

TRY THIS NOW:
This is the case of the Montreal Notre Dame
Basilica and Aura. An event supported by the
Quebec government and the Tourism Montreal
authority to celebrate the 375th birthday of
the Basilica. A daily show, based on projection
mapping, was implemented to help Montreal
residents and tourists to connect (or reconnect)

Some tech tools are incredibly powerful to
tell stories. Video is a great example of that.
Use video strategically to tell the story of a
performer, attendee, sponsor or member of
staff. Use stories to extend the impact outside
of the room where the event is happening.

with one of the most famous landmarks of the city
in an entirely new fashion.

&
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When thinking about technology and legacy,
one theme comes across strongly in the analysis
that we carried out of over 350 popular events.
Inclusiveness. No other tool has been able to
help people across the world connect in the way
technology has.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Some people cannot attend your event. What
are you doing to connect to them, to elevate their
experience and satisfy their need to participate
remotely?
(( Capitalize on the opportunity offered by live

BlizzCon is an incredibly popular gaming

360-degree video and livestreaming to connect

convention launched by entertainment giant

attendees online.

Blizzard. Fans from across the world attend
to learn and enthuse about new and existing
games. BlizzCon has been able to redefine the
way in which we include remote attendees,

(( Offer them exclusive access to exclusive perks,
incentivize remote attendance to create new
revenue streams for your event.

those that cannot be there but still want to
take part. By creating a valuable, perks-packed
remote attendance ticket, BlizzCon provides
streaming access to its most anticipated events.
Virtual ticket holders can also enjoy a dedicated
talk show in the lead up to the show.

TRY THIS NOW:
Rather than go all-in (bigger investment,

The same concept is behind the first ever real-

bigger risk), can you conduct a trial or focus

time Superbowl commercial shot by Hyundai.

group with a small group of highly engaged

Soldiers in an undisclosed military base were

and committed attendees or members? Can

given a chance to watch the anticipated event

you use their feedback to then craft a better,

through 360-degree cameras shooting it live.

bigger experience for next year’s audience?

Best of all, their close relatives and families were
sitting in the stadium next to the camera, saying
hi, allowing them all to watch the event together.
In an incredibly emotional activation,
Hyundai was able to convey the message
that togetherness can happen in many ways.
Technology was the tool.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Events do carry an environmental impact on
the communities where they happen. But some
event professionals have taken the concept
of sustainability to the next level. They have
demonstrated a commitment to having a positive
effect on local communities, by reducing, reusing
and recycling, by requalifying, and by offsetting
the environmental legacy. This increased level of
transparency is what younger generations demand.
The following examples set the standard for the
future of the meetings and event industry.
Although ambitious, sometimes leaving no
footprint or visible impact is the most beneficial
legacy an event can have.
This is the case of Cisco GSX. Through Cisco’s
encouragement and deep-rooted commitment
to sustainability, MGM has begun a robust food
donation program that has greatly benefited
the Las Vegas community. Their catalyzation of
this program continues at MGM and is presently
expanding to include large-scale ongoing food
donation at the MGM Grand and more properties
throughout their LV portfolio. It is an excellent
example of when events work hand in hand
with venues to bring a positive impact to local
communities.
Similarly, Oracle’s OpenWorld in San Francisco has
invested dramatically in bringing a positive impact
to its local community and the broader industry.
3,718 lbs of OpenWorld tote bags were donated to
seniors at Cayuga Community and 2,767 leftover
meals were donated to local charities.

&
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Where event professionals can make a difference
is through a strategically sustainable venue and
destination selection. Copenhagen, for example,
is deeply invested in making the world a better
place when it comes to large meetings. Take
Scandinavia’s largest convention center, the

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOUR EVENT?
(( Carefully select the destinations and venues
you work with. Make sure they are committed
to offsetting the impact of your event.
(( Remember that high-spending audiences

Bella Center, it has its own windmill. 71% of the

care about sustainability too. If you work with

rooms available in Copenhagen are eco-certified.

this type of attendee, be sure to consider - and

Some hotel chains donate sheets, towels, and

promote - a strong sustainability strategy.

furniture to homeless shelters once they need
to be replaced in their properties. During the
UN Climate Change Conference COP15 held in
Copenhagen in 2009, 75% of the food for the
30,000+ participants was organic.
The same thinking can be applied to airlines.

(( Convince your suppliers and partners to adopt
sustainable practices, and select suppliers based
on their ability to help you achieve sustainable
objectives. You’ll need to find champions
(passionate individuals) across your supply chain
to keep this effort going and get results.

Scandinavian Airlines offers the opportunity to
offset carbon-dioxide emissions and makes it
easier for organizers by providing a carbon offset
program for international congresses and events.
Venues are no different, take the Palais des
Congrès de Montreal, in Québec, Canada. This
venue has dedicated its rooftop to an Urban
Agriculture Lab. This urban garden aims to
reduce heat islands through the greening of
roofs and is experimenting with urban vertical
farming on scaffolds. This single initiative
could easily increase the density of vegetable
production across the world.
There is also a delicious F&B twist, with guests
enjoying the produce harvested while a share of
the harvest is given to homeless people.
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TRY THIS NOW:
Ask for proof of certification. Don’t just take a
supplier’s word as given. If a supplier tells you
it’s sustainable, don’t be afraid to ask how and
to see some proof. Green policies can help you
all get on the same page and ensure you are
all functioning as one unit so that everyone
knows the standard to adhere to.
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IN CONCLUSION

Event professionals of the 21st century have extraordinary
power. They are frequently the conduit that makes face-toface interaction possible. In a world where technology can
create distance and isolation, sometimes dividing us, events
have the power to connect us in the most meaningful of ways,
When such connections happen, great changes can
materialize. This is the power of events. Co-creating, learning
or merely having fun with others is a scarce resource these
days. Event professionals are uniquely positioned to deliver
life-changing experiences that leave a lasting legacy.
Events have changed marketing, sustainability, design,
technology, sponsorship, and entire generations. Sometimes
these changes have impacted the industry itself, and
sometimes they have changed countries, cities, communities,
and the lives of individuals attending.
When considering that events happen over a few days, the
intrinsic power that they have to bring a positive impact to the
economy should be taken very seriously. Event professionals
are now at the core of a live industry revolution. They are the
soul, the orchestra director with a vision, making ideas take
shape and form, so we can touch, experience and pass them
along to future generations.

&
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Sustainability and legacy: keys to meetings industry in Colombia
Last year Colombia placed third in Latin America for the ICCA ranking, the
same one that ranked Bogotá as the Colombian city that held the most events in
2017, more than Washington D.C., Rio de Janeiro, New York and Chicago.
Being a country that promotes sustainable and responsible tourism, alongside a
commitment with the environment and local communities, Colombia is a solid bet
meetings
industry.
We
consider
foronthe
meetings
industry.
We
considerthat
thatthis
thistype
typeofoftourism
tourismshould
shouldnotnotonly
onlybebe
beneficial for the participants of the event, but also for the community, the environment and for the location overall.
That is why we aim to link the event organizers with Colombian businesses, so
that these events have a positive impact in the different destinations across the
country. We accompany both the local entrepreneurs and communities, and we
go all in with small businesses so that they can promote their products and services, thus, creating more jobs and income opportunities for their inhabitants. This
is precisely the legacy we are seeking for our regions.

Flavia Santoro T
President of ProColombia
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A NOTE FROM IMEX
At IMEX our sole aim is to unite and advance the meetings industry
- doing everything we can to educate, innovate and help our clients
make powerful connections with the right people.
We’re delighted to work with EventMB and ProColombia to bring you
this report which is also a heartfelt expression of our values: quality,
collaboration, inspiration.
If you do nothing else, please take action on just ONE idea from these
pages. Speak to your boss, your board, your steering committee, your
clients, your mentor, your agency. Choose to make a bigger, better,
more lasting impact with your next event, and see what happens.
We’re behind you all the way!
And if you haven’t already experienced IMEX for yourself, you’re
definitely invited. Meet us at IMEX in Frankfurt May 2019 or IMEX
America, Las Vegas, September 2019. #imex19

Carina Bauer
CEO IMEX Group

&
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